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•  We present an advanced lab setup for atomic
 spectroscopy of alkali atoms in a vapor cell. External
 cavity diode lasers are used for excitation of the nS to
 nP transitions (D2 line).  
•  Two measurements will be performed :  
•  Laser absorption of spectral line shapes to obtain
 temperature of the atomic gas;  
•  Doppler free spectroscopy to obtain the hyperfine
 structure of ground or excited state.  

•  We can use the same modified setup for both
 measurements and for either K or Cs measurements 
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•  Compare the hfs intervals with the Fabry-Perot FSR  
•   Error analysis: Doppler width, etalon resolution, .. 

Integration of Research and teaching  

i)   Lab space: given the small number of students,
 advanced lab experiment takes place in a research lab. 

ii)   Setup: advanced lab experiment and the research lab for
 cooling and trapping partly share same of the diode
 lasers.   

Summary 

Experiments main accomplishments:  
i) measurement of Doppler broadened and Doppler

 free atomic spectra in Cs or K  
ii)  obtain the system’s temperature by fitting the

 Doppler line profiles 
iii)  obtain the HF splitting in ground or excited states

 of K and Cs and comparison with best known
 values  

i) Measurement of second excited state hyperfine
 structure:  
– Cs(7P)  at 457 nm and  
– K(5P) at 405 nm using diode laser sources  

ii)  introduction of uniform magnetic field for additional 
 experiments: magnetically induced dichroism,
 Faraday rotation, Zeeman splitting in Cs or K, and
 laser locking.  

Future: Extension to other experiments  
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Doppler- free scheme used for potassium. For measurement of  
Doppler profiles the cell can be moved in front of the photo diode.  

The K-cell is warmed to ~35 C 
in order to increase the absorption signal. 

The magnetic field can be used for  
laser locking   

Cs optical setup 

Doppler-free potassium scan Doppler-free cesium  scan 

Home made external cavity diode lasers are used  
in the experiment, with either home made or commercial  
current and temperature controllers. 

For potassium we use AR coated diodes from Eagleyard. 
Alternatively, inexpensive  784 nm Sharp diodes can be  
cooled to reach the resonances.  
Complete systems are also available  
(Sacher, Toptica, TeachSpin) 

The PD signal is recorded on the storage  
scope. A 10 Hz voltage ramp scans the  
Diode laser over the resonances. 

From the Doppler profiles the full line width (FWHM) can be measured. The  
Laser scan needs to be calibrated using a Fabry-Perot interferometer (etalon),  
With a known peak separation (free-spectral range).  
The etalon and atomic scan PD signals can be set on the scope and stored. 

Example etalon scans 

Close-up of the etalon peak 

Note: the best overlap of the two counter-propagating beams  
(set at very small angle)  will produce the strongest saturated  
absorption features in the spectra.  


